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Fieldmeter FM10

1. Introduction

The Fieldmeter FM 10 is an innovative new development that combines wide function diversity with
an easy and intuitive operation on the basis of a powerful microcontroller technique.
Product highs are the isotropic measurement of the magnetic field strength and the frequency
range up to 400 kHz with a resolution of 1 nT and/or 0.1 V/m without the need to switch the
measurement range.
Moreover, the Fieldmeter FM10L/LS supplies an integrated data logger with 1 GByte data storage
and a real time clock for an exact time and date specification. 
The logger provides two operation modes: For long-term measurement the continious mode, for
spatial recording the single-spot mode.
The transfer of the measured values and a clear setting of the FM 10 functions are done via PC
using a fast USB-interface. The functional software FM-Data serves to edit and to document the
measured values.

1.1. Commissioning

Please carry out the following work steps sequentially before taking first measurement:

● Insert the batteries in the battery compartment.
● Insert the desired sensor in the sensor connector.
● Switch on FM10 by pressing the On/Sound button for two seconds.
● After the software version is displayed, the updated measured values appear on the display.
    The FM10 is now ready for operation.
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1.2. Device description

 Figure 1: Fieldmeter FM10

➊ Display (→  2)

➋ On/Sound button (→ 3.1)

➌ Filter/USB button (→ 3.1)

➍ Channel/Menu button (→ 3.1)

➎ Record button (→ 3.1)

➏ USB port (only FM10L/LS)
   For connecting the Fieldmeter FM10L/LS with a PC and for power supply with the USB-power
    supply (Art.-No. 520) using the attached USB-cable.

➐ Voltage output (only FM10L/LS) 
     Quadruple alternating voltage output of the separate field components E, Bx, By, Bz (→ 9.5)

➑ Sensor connector
     In order to measure electric or magnetic fields, the multi-purpose probe as well as the electric
     field probes EPL/EPL3 and EFS3/EFS6 can be connected. When measuring static magnetic
     fields, the probe BS13 or ES10; for body voltage the yellow measurement cable; DC voltage of
     the power adapter DVA. For a secure mounting and a firm contact, the connector has to be
     tightened 

➒ Grounding connector
     When measuring electric fields and the body voltage the black grounding cable is connected in
     here.  The far  end  is  grounded with  a  crocodile  clip,  for  example  at  the  protective  ground
     contact of the electric socket (do not plug in the holes), or it is grounded at a water conduit or
     at a blank spot of the heater with the aid of a ground strap. 
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2. Display

The Fieldmeter FM10 has a two-line display for presenting measured values, functions and setting
menu.

The software version is displayed when switched on.

2.1. Measured value displays

You can switch between the individual measured value displays using the channel button.

Magnetic flux density B: the measured value of the flux density
of the magnetic field in nT (nanotesla). The switching is done
with the Channel button. The total flux density and its separate
vectors Bx, By, Bz.
Electric field strength E is visible in the second line.

The other measured value displays of different optional measuring probes can also be selected
using the Channel button if these are activated in the device settings.

2.2. Bar graph display

For displaying magnetostatic and electrostatic sensors, FM10 provides the body voltage and the
logger input using a quick bar graph display. Now it has three dynamic ranges that are displayed
with the symbols '-', '=' and ‘■’. In case of positive values the bar graph display moves from left to
right, in case of negative values from right to left.

Bar graph display for the electrostatic probe ES10, the value
displayed lies in the range of medium anomaly.

Range small medium high

Symbol '-' '=' '■'

Magnetostatics weak anomaly
< 5 µT

strong anomaly
< 20 µT

measuring range
< 100 µT

Elektrostatics weak anomaly
< 500 V

strong anomaly
< 2000 V

measuring range
< 10000 V

Body voltage weak anomaly
< 10 mV

strong anomaly
< 100 mV

measuring range
< 1000 mV

Logger input 1% of range
< 10 mV

10% of range
< 100 mV

measuring range
< 1000 mV

Table 1: Assigning symbols for the analogue bar graph display.
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2.3. Additional information

Frequency filter: Display of the active filter:
 - B16: bandpass 16 Hz
 - H50: highpass 50 Hz
 - H2k: highpass 2 kHz

Sound symbol: Displays which function is given the acoustic 
display.

Battery  symbol:  Batteries  should  be  exchanged  as  soon  as
possible.

Logger function: Displays an active logger function.
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3. Functions

3.1. Button functions

The four  buttons have double functions;  the main functions can be called up promptly in the
measuring mode. The buttons help in navigation in menu mode.

On/Sound button:
If this button is pressed for two seconds, the FM10 is switched on or off. When pressed briefly,
the acoustic display is activated (→ 3.2).
This button has an Esc-function in menu mode.

Filter/USB button:
For switching between the filter functions (→ 3.3).
By pressing the button for two seconds, the FM10 is switched to USB mode (→ 7.7, 7.13). 
Back is selected in the menu mode with this.
If the functions magnetostatics or logger input are selected using the Channel button, absolute
and relative measurement can be selected by pressing the Filter button.

Channel/Menu button:
Herewith, the different measurement channels are selected  (→ 3.4).
By pushing this button for two seconds, the FM10 is switched to menu-mode (→ 4.3).
In the menu-mode selection before is enabled.

Memory button:
Activating logger function in FM10L/LS (→ 5).
The function of this button is selection/confirmation in menu mode.
In Peak-Hold mode, the Peak-Hold display can be reset.

All the functions of various buttons are illustrated in the following table.
The display functions saved in light blue must be activated using the device settings. 
The buttons saved in light-grey colour are available only in Fieldmeter FM10L/LS.

Button: Sound Filter Channel Record

pressed briefly sound off off BΣ start recording

sound B Bandpass 16 Hz Bx end recording

sound E Highpass 50 Hz By save single-spot

Highpass 2 kHz Bz

Peak-Hold  delete Peak-Hold

EPL3 probe

relative 
measurement     ←

Magnetostatics

field strength      ← Elektrostatics

          Body voltage

relative 
measurement     ←

Logger input

pressed 2 s on/off USB-mode Menu-Mode nine-point 
measurement

leave single-spot
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Button: Sound Filter Channel Record

in menu Esc back next selection/enter

 Table 1: Button functions of Fieldmeter FM10

3.2. Acoustic display

The acoustic  display is  controlled via the  On/Sound button.  The sound signal  proportional  to
measured values can be allocated to magnetic or electric fields or deactivated. The function is
displayed by the symbol     .
With the menu function Settings→Sound signal, the characteristic of the sound can be adjusted.
Whenever set to steep, the sound signal begins by approximately 0.1 % range (20 nT/2.0 V/m)
and it reaches the maximum pitch by 2.5 % (500nT/50.0V/m). If the characteristic is set to flat, the
dynamic reaches from 0.5 % to 50 %.

3.3. Frequency filter

The Fieldmeter FM10 is equipped with 3 integrated filter functions, which are selected with the
Filter button:

filter inactive: 
Frequency range from 5 Hz to 400 kHz, broadband measurements using the complete TCO-
bandwidth

B16:
16.7 Hz bandpass to measure the railway currents

H50:
Frequency range from 5 Hz to 400 kHz, measurement of the mains frequency and harmonics;
railway currents and interference due to the movement of the sensor (earth’s magnetic field)
are not recorded.

H2k:
Frequency range from 2 kHz to 400 kHz, highpass filter in order to measure higher-frequency
fields (monitors, switching power supplies, energy efficient bulbs), which is equivalent to the
2nd frequency band of the TCO-standard.

3.4. Channel switching

The Channel button serves to select the different measurement channels and functions.
The multi-purpose measurement probe enables the three-dimensional acquisition of the magnetic
flux density.  Via the channel button, the measured value of the total flux density as well as the
separate X-, Y-,Z-axis are displayed. 

The peak value display is indicated by the symbols Ê and , the peak value can be deleted using
the menu function Peak-Hold. Display of the individual field components Bx, By, Bz and the peak
values can be deactivated in Menu→Settings→Vector&Peak.
Furthermore, the measured value displays of the optional measurement probes activated under
Menu→Settings can be selected:

● Isotropic electrical field probe EPL3-Sensor: E, Ex, Ey, Ez in V/m
● Magnetostatics probe BS13 : Bs in µT
● Elektrostatics probe ES10: U in V(V/m) and E in V/m
● Body voltage: Uk in mV
● Loggerinput: L in mV
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4. Device settings

Here all the setting options of the Fieldmeter FM10 are described, the functions of the data logger
are available only in the versions FM10L/LS.
The logger settings and device settings can be made directly on FM10 using the settings menu
(→ 4.3) and for FM10L/LS settings can be adjusted using the program FM-Data on the PC. For
this, connect FM10L/LS with the PC using the USB cable and switch to the USB mode by pressing
the Audio/USB button for two seconds (→  7.13).

4.1. Functions of data logger 

Display data memory:
The data records saved in the device are presented with data record name and starting time of
recording.  Using the Previous and Back buttons,  the data records can be scrolled through
(→-5.5).

Delete data memory:
Delete all the stored data records.

Logger mode: 
Here, one can select one of the two data logger modes – continuous measurement and single-
spot measurement (→ 5).

Measurement interval: 
Selection of recording interval for the function Continuous measurement of data logger.
If the function Dualband is chosen, the data logger saves the frequency ranges of the bandpass
16 Hz and the highpass 50 Hz parallel using a sample rate of 2.5 or 10 seconds. If the recor-
ding is enabled then the display shows the filter indication DB.

USB-transfer:
With this, the transfer speed of USB connection can be set. The function  slow guarantees a
stable connection on most of the computers. With the option fast, up to twenty times faster data
transfer is possible. However, this could lead to transfer errors in some computers, especially
notebooks. Then select the option slow.
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4.2. Functions of settings 

EPL3-Sensor:
Activating/deactivating the measured value display EPL3-Sensor. The total field strength E and
in the second line the individual field vectors X, Y and Z are displayed alternately or only the
field vector X is displayed.

Magnetostatics: 
Activate/deactivate the measured value display of the magnetostatics probe BS13.

Elektrostatics: 
Activating/deactivating the measured value display of the electrostatic probe ES10.

Body voltage: 
Activating/deactivating the measured value display for body voltage (voltage measuring cable
Art.-Nr. 111 required).

Logger input: 
Activating/deactivating the measured value display of  the logger input (voltage adapter DVA
Art.-No. 115 necessary).

Display vector and peak:
To be able to switch quickly between the measured value displays of the different probe types
with  the  Channel button,  the  display of  the  individual  field  components  Bx,  By,  Bz  of  the
magnet field probe and the peak values can be deactivated.

Statistics:
Activating/deactivating the display of statistics values at the end of the recording.

Limit value E and B: 
There are different limit values to choose from for the electric and magnetic field strength. If a
limit value is exceeded there is an audible alarm sound.

LCD lighting: 
Setting the duration of background light for display. If duration of 1 Minute is selected, the light
extinguishes one minute after the last button press.

Tone generator 
Selection of the characteristic of tone signal proportional to field intensity (→3.2.).

Auto-power-off: 
If the auto-power-off function is active, the FM10 switches off five minutes after the last button
press in order to prolong the battery life.

4.3. Settings menu

When the  Channel/Menu button is pressed for two seconds, the Fieldmeter FM10 is in menu
mode. Here logger settings as well as device settings can be adjusted.
For navigation use the buttons as shown in table 2.

Button: Sound Filter Channel Record

Esc back next selection/enter

Table 2: Button functions Fieldmeter FM10 in settings menu

All possible settings are illustrated in the following table 3. The values of the default setup are indi-
cated in bold letters. The highlighted bright grey functions are only available with the FM10L/LS.
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Menu → Data logger → Datasets → Name, start time and end time,

sensor, interval, filter, 

statistics

Logger mode → continuous mode

spot mode

Sample interval → 0.25 seconds

1 second

10 seconds

1 minute

Dualband 2.5 seconds

Dualband 10 seconds

delete dataset

USB-transfer → slow

fast

→ Settings → EPL 3 probe → Aternating

E and Ex Kanal

deactivate

Magnetostatics → activate

deactivate

Electrostatics → activate

deactivate

Body voltage → activate

deactivate

Logger input → activate

deactivate

Vector & Peak → activate

deactivate

Statistics → activate

deactivate

Limit value B → none

20 nT

100 nT

500 nT

Limit value E → none

1 V/m

5 V/m

50 V/m

Illumination → off

1 minute

permanent

Sound generatior → steep

flat

Signal tone → activate

deactivate

Auto-power-off → activate

deactivate

Table 3: Functions in menu mode
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5. Data logger

The  data  logger  of  Fieldmeter  FM10L/LS  has  three  operating  modes.  These  modes  can  be
selected in the device settings under Data logger→Logger mode.

5.1. Continuous measurements

In continuous mode the measured values are recorded with the specified measurement interval.
The recording can be started and ended using the Save button.

The display ″DM″ appears in case of continuous measurement,
the following number shows the data set number. 

By default the 10 second measurement interval is set, however, the interval can be varied between
0.25 seconds and one minute in the menu using the Data logger→Sample interval function. For a
measurement interval of one minute, the operating time is extended with the power saving mode
to approx. one week.

5.2. Single-spot measurement

In the single-spot mode individual measured value ranges, e.g. for different light sources, can be
saved. Per data set a maximum of 20 measuring points can be accepted.
The data set can be opened and the individual measuring points can be accepted using the Save
button.  In the display the number of  individual measuring points are displayed. The dataset is
closed automatically after the twentieth measuring point or it can be closed early by pressing the
Save button for two seconds.

″EP″ stands  for  single-spot  measurement,  followed  by  the
dataset number. After the ″#″-symbol the number of the measu-
ring point is displayed.

5.3. Nine-point measurement

The single-spot measurement conducted for investigating sleeping areas takes nine measurement
points  in  one fixed sequence.  Recommended for  sleeping area measurements  with  the three
dimensional electrical field probe EPL3 and the three dimensional magnetostatic probe BS13.

At  the  start  of  the  nine-point  measurement  keep  the  Save
button pressed for two seconds. The display shows ″9P″ as well
as the number of the dataset.
With every subsequent pressing of the save button one measu-
rement point each is taken, the number of already saved points
is shown.
After the ninth measurement point the recording ends automati-
cally.

Tip: In case of magnetostatics it is sensible to record the deviation (anomaly) to a reference point.
To do this,  switch  to  the relative  mode by pressing the  Filter button before  the nine-point
measurement starts.
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5.4. Display statistics values

The  FM10  carries  out  the  calculation  of  the  statistics  values,  average  value,  minimum  and
maximum values during an ongoing recording.
These values can be shown after the measurement process ends.
For this, activate the statistics display using Menu→Settings→Statistics.
The statistics display is possible only in case of alternating field probes and magnetostatics probe.

After the recording ends, the statistics value of  the magnetic
field are displayed.

By pressing the Save button you can switch to the values of the
electric field.
Pressing the Save button again ends the statistics display.

5.5. Data set management

The FM10 gives comprehensive information on all the data sets in the memory.
For this call up the Menu Menu→Data logger→Dataset.

In the first line the recording type (″DM″ continuous measure-
ment,  ″EP″ single-spot measurement,  ″9P″ nine-point measu-
rement)  and  the  dataset  number,  start  time  and  date  are
displayed.
In the second line, the end time and date, used measurement
probes,  measurement  interval  and filter  setting are displayed
alternately.
The statistical values of the data set can be called up using the
save button.
The  navigation  between  the  different  datasets  takes  place
using  the  channel button  “before” and  the  filter button
“back”.
Leave the display with the On/Off button “Esc”.

5.6. Transferring data sets

By pressing the Audio/USB button for two seconds, the FM10L/LS switches to the USB mode and
in display appears: “USB mode: Wait for PC”.
Now the communication between the Fieldmeter FM10L/LS and the PC is possible through the
USB cable.
The communication takes place using the Program FM-Data as described in Chapter 7.7.
You can exit the USB mode using the Esc function of the On/Sound button.
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6. Measurement

Here the measurement  is  described with the combination probe accompanying FM10. Also,  a
short description is given on the optional measurement probes, a detailed description is given in
the user manual of the respective probe.

6.1. Setup of the EM-measurement probe

  Figure 2: alignment and arrangement of sensors in the multi-purpose measurement probe

The sensor  to measure alternating electrical fields is located at the front side of the measurement
probe. Due to its directional directivity the streamlines of the electrical field hitting the probe are
completely acquired, while the sensitivity for the lateral streamlines of the field declines steadily.
Thus, a location and detection of the origin of the field is possible by rotating the probe.
In order to achieve the stated measurement accuracy, there is a minimum distance of 50 cm to the
producer and other objects in the room that must be adhered. In the majority of cases, the accu-
racy is granted at a distance of 25 cm.
The front part of the probe’s housing should be kept clean from all kinds of contamination even
fingerprints, and if necessary it should be cleaned with a paper moistened in pure alcohol. Never
use other detergents. When confronted with severe contamination, please contract the manufac-
turer.
The multi-functional probe contains three  coils  installed vertically on top of each other for every
spatial direction (x-, y-, z-direction) in order to measure alternating magnetic fields three-dimen-
sional and omni-directional. The arrangement and alignment of each separate coil is illustrated in
the above figure. 
The combination probe has a separate measurement range of 20000 nT or 2000 V/m with a reso-
lution of 1 nT or 0.1 V/m. Annoying switching between ranges or autorange functions are unne-
cessary.

6.2. Alternating electric fields

Electrical  fields  generate  around  all  conductible  materials  like
cables,  metal  lamps  and  damp  walls  to  which  an  alternating
voltage is applied. The higher the applied voltage and the higher
the  object  to  which  voltage  is  applied,  the  higher  is  the  field
strength excited by the object.
Regarding power supply lines, the generation of fields is indepen-
dent of the fact whether the electric consumer is attached to the
line or not.
The electric field is mostly shielded through all, even poor conduc-
tible materials connected to the earth.
.
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6.3. Potential-referenced measurement of electric fields

Attach the multi-purpose probe to the FM10. When measuring in interior rooms, especially with
plastic floors and rubber soles, the FM10 has to be grounded. The grounding can be applied to the
protective ground contact (do not plug in the holes!) of the electric socket, or with the aid of the
ground strap connected to the blank water-, gas- and heating pipes.
When measuring  outdoor,  the  device  normally  does not  need to  be grounded as  the ground
contact of the person is sufficient. In order not to distort the measurement results the probe must
be held at the special conductible rubber grip during the measurement. The probe needs to be
kept clear from shielding effects of the human body. Therefore, the front part must not be shielded
with the hand and it should be kept away from the body towards the assumed origin of the electric
field. The probe should be guided calmly and steadily, as jerky movements lead to temporarily arti-
ficially excessive measurement values through static electric fields.

6.4. Potential-free measurement of alternating electric fields

The potential-free (ungrounded)  measurement  of  electric  alternating fields minimizes the influ-
ences on the field during the measurement and thus increases the accuracy of measurement.
Measurement errors due to incorrect grounding are avoided. The measurement signals are trans-
ferred to the Fieldmeter FM10 by isolating them via fibre optic cable (LWL). 

One-dimensional electrical field probe EPL (Art.-No. 180): For
the  display  switching  using  the  Channel button  is  not
necessary 

Isotropic electrical field probe EPL3 (Art.-No. 183): Select the
display of  the EPL3 probe using the  Channel button.  In the
first  line the electric total field strength E is displayed in V/m
(Volt pro meter).
In the second line the individual field vectors X,  Y and Z are
shown alternately in an interval of three seconds. Alternatively
for the setting  “E and X channel” the X- field vector is always
displayed in the second line.

6.5. Measuring monitors according to TCO standard

Using the TCO-measurement probe EFS6/3 (Art.-No. 170/177) the radiation of monitors can be
checked. Hold the field probe in a distance of 0.5 m to the monitor; see figure 3. Further informa-
tion is in the handbook of the electric  probe EFS 3/6, and the complete TCO-standard on the
internet under www.tco.se.

Figure 3: Measurement according to TCO
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6.6. Measurement of static electric fields

Connect the probe ES10 (Art.-No. 165) to FM10. Using the Channel button select the unit Us for
the electrostatic surface tension voltage. For this the function Settings→Electrostatics must be acti-
vated in the menu.

The electric surface tension voltage Us is displayed in the unit
V (voltage) with a resolution of 1V. In addition, the polarity of
the surface tension voltage is visible with a sign.
Alternatively for displaying the surface tension voltage the elec-
tric  field  strength  can be displayed by pressing  the  Filter
button. The unit is kV/m (kilovolt per metre) with a resolution of
0.1 kV/m.

After pressing the filter button again, the surface tension voltage is displayed again.
Carry out the measurement as described in the operating instructions of the probe ES10.

6.7. Body voltage measurement

If the human body is exposed to an alternating electric field, it is inevitably coupled to this field.
Thus, an alternating voltage is generated between the body and earth potential.
For this kind of measurement, the voltage measurement cable (Art.-No. 111) with hand electrode,
which is available as accessory, is utilised.
For  measuring the body voltage,  the yellow measurement cable with the hand electrode is to
attach at the FM 10. The person whose body voltage is to measure holds the electrode in his
hand. The Fieldmeter is to ground with the grounding cable. 

The function body voltage is to choose by the measurement
parameter Uk and the entity V with the Channel/Menu button,
as it is shown on the left side; provided that the function body
voltage is activated in the setting menu.

The body voltage applied to the human body can be reduced by abating the surrounding alterna-
ting electric field.
The determined value of the body voltage is no absolute amount for the stress of persons through
electric fields since it is mainly dependent of the person’s grounding when the field contamination
remains constant. A badly grounded person (plastic soles, carpet) builds up a higher voltage than
a better grounded person.
When measuring the body voltage significant results can be obtained by the following procedure:
The body voltage of a person at a certain spot (for example in a bed) is identified. During the
measuring procedure the electric field is downsized for example by unplugging of electric consu-
mers and cables or switching off the fuse. Now, the effects on the body voltage are regarded. If
the  value  of  the  body voltage is  reduced the contamination  through  alternating  electric  fields
declines.
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6.8. Physical basics of magnetic fields

Magnetic  fields  generate  around  all  cables  that  are  current-
carrying. They only generate when the attached consumer is in
operation. The higher the current flown is, the higher is the field
strength. Devices that are based on the principles of electroma-
gnetism  generate  especially  strong  alternating  magnetic  fields.
These are mainly transformers and electric motors. The magnetic
field  can  virtually  not  be  shielded.  For  that  reason,  even  such
disturbance sources that are outside of measuring room must be
regarded. For instance, the magnetic field of a high voltage power
line can be detected at a great distance of some hundred meters.

6.9. Measurement of alternating magnetic fields

The multi-purpose probe is attached to the FM10 in order to measure alternating magnetic fields.
Now, the isotropic measurement process detects the three single spatial components and calcu-
lates the consequential resulting total field strength. An alignment of the probe in direction of the
magnetic field, as with the one-dimensional measurement devices, is unnecessary. The direction
of the field is determined by the flux density of the three field components.
Play attention to the fact that fast movements of the probe display temporarily artificially excessive
measurement values since the earth’s static magnetic field acts as an alternating field and is also
acquired. By choosing the filter setting highpass 50 Hz this effect is suppressed. 
A distance of 10 cm is to maintain between the multi-purpose probe and the Fieldmeter FM10 as it
might lead to measurement errors due to the magnetic fields radiated by the electronics of the
FM10. If  the Fieldmeter FM10 is operated with a power supply unit during long-term measure-
ments, the distance between the multi-purpose probe and the power supply unit should amount to
2 meters.
If a coil surface of 100 cm² is prescribed for the measurement, the measurement probe MFS100
(Art.-No. 155) is necessary. 

6.10. Measurement of static magnetic fields

For  this  the  isotropic  probe  BS13  (Art.-No.  164)  is  necessary.  Select  the  unit  Bs  using  the
Channel button, for this the function Settings→Magnetostatics must be activated in the menu.
The magnetostatistics display shows the positive and negative deviation to the start value, abso-
lute and relative, in the second line. The absolute and relative deviation is displayed alternatively in
a rhythm of three seconds.
Alternatively the  deviation (anomaly)  can be measured for  a  reference point.  By pressing the
Filter button,  the current  field strength becomes reference field strength.  In the display the
deviation now appears in the unit µTr (relative flux density). In addition the analogue bar makes
the degree of anomaly visible. Using the deviations to the reference point the magnet field anoma-
lies become quickly visible.
After pressing the Filter button again, the absolute flux density is displayed again.
Using the Filter button the min/max values of the absolute magnetostatistics display are reset.
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Displaying the magnetic flux density and the absolute deviation.

After three seconds the relative deviation is displayed alterna-
tely.

Using the Filter button a reference point can be set and the
relative deviation  to this  point  and the degree of  anomaly is
visible on the bar graph.

6.11. DC voltage input

Attaching the voltage adapter (Art.-No. 115), the Fieldmeter FM10 can be used for indicating and
logging DC voltage signals. For this the function Settings→Logger input must be activated.
This feature enables the logging of output signals of external measuring devices, which have a DC
voltage output. The voltage adapter has a BNC connector for establishing external connections.

If  the  logger  input  function  is  active,  the  input  voltage  is
displayed in mV (Millivolt).
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7. Software FM-Data

7.1. The program FM-Data

The Fieldmeter FM10L/LS possesses a data logger which provides the storage of measurement
values over a long period. The program FM-Data enables the transfer of the recorded data to the
PC as well  as their graphic illustration and printing. Moreover,  FM-Data allows to readout  and
change the settings of the Fieldmeter FM10L/LS as well as the transfer of the new setup to the
FM10L/LS.
The latest version can be ordered at our homepage www.fauser.biz. FM-Data is constantly deve-
lopped to adapt to the needs of our customers, and this service is available to you in the form of
free of charge updates.

7.2. Installing FM-Data on Windows 2000/XP

The software CD bundled with the Fieldmeter FM 10 contains the installation program setup.exe,
which installs the programme FM-Data on your PC. 
You should close all other applications before starting the installation. After that start  setup.exe
and follow the instructions of the installation program. 

7.3. Installing FM-Data on Windows Vista/7/8/10

You should close all other applications before starting the installation. After that start setup.exe on
the software CD FM-Data and follow the instructions of the installation program. 
After  the  installation,  open  the  windows  explorer  and  choose  the  folder  C:\programmes(x86)
\Fauser  Elektrotechnik\FM-Data.  Right-click  on the application FM-Data  and choose the menu
point attributes.

Now select compatibility.
Klick the button settings for all users.
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Activate  the  authorisation  level:  Eexecute
program as administrator.
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7.4. Installation of the USB driver for the Fieldmeter FM10L/LS on Windows 2000/XP 

Connect the Fieldmeter FM10L/LS to your PC
via the USB-cable. Turn on the FM10L/LS and
activate USB-mode (→ 3.1). 
The window of the hardware assistant appears
on the screen. Choose the answer No not this
time to  the  question  for  a  Windows-update.
Click on continue.

Now,  choose  install  software  from  a  list  or
certain source and click on continue.

Enter  the  source  of  the  driver:
C:\programs\Fauser Elektrotechnik\FM-Data
\driver.
If the FM-Data CD is in the drive you can also
enter search or CD-ROM drive.
Click on continue.
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If the following warning message appears, you
choose continue installation. 
The data necessary for  the driver are copied
now; after that you click on finish.
Now,  the  USB-driver  is  installed  and  the
program FM-Data is ready for use.

7.5. Installation of the USB driver for the Fieldmeter FM10L/LS on Windows Vista/7/8/10

Connect the Fieldmeter FM10L/LS to your PC
via the USB-cable. Turn on the FM10L/LS and
activate USB-mode active (→ 3.1).  
The window of the hardware assistant appears
on the screen. Choose the answer No not this
time to  the  question  for  a  Windows-update.
Click on search for drivers and install.

Now, choose Do not search online.
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The  following  message  appears:  Insert  the
storage for “Fieldmeter FM10”.
If the software CD FM-Data is not in the drive,
insert it. Now, the USB-driver of the Fieldmeter
FM10 is installed.

If  the  message  USB  Cummunication  Error
appears when loading datasets, the computer
can use power down mode, as is usual used by
notebooks, it is required that you carry out the
following adjustments:
If the computer can use power down mode, as
usually used by notebooks,  it  is  required that
you carry out the following adjustments:
Please  select  Control  Panel  from
Windows/Start, and there select Hardware and
Sound.  Start  the  device  manager and  select
Custom USB Devices from the list of available
hardware.  Click  on  Fieldmeter  FM10 to  open
the properties dialog of  the Fieldmeter FM10.
Then  click  on  the  tab  Energy  settings and
deactivate the function: The computer can shut
down the device to save energy.
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7.6.  Running FM-Data 

After the installation, you can start FM-Data via the taskbar using Start/Programmes/FM-Data or
via the programme-icon       on the desktop.
While the application is loading a starting screen appears which shows the version number of the
software.

In the program window you see the menu-bar and the toolbar of FM-Data.
The following icons are available in the toolbar:

Open dataset

Save dataset

Printing a measurement diagram

Printing a measurement diagram as Bitmap

Printing a measurement protocol

Loading datasets from the FM10L/LS

Deleting datasets on the FM10L/LS

Loading device settings from the FM10L/LS

Program information about FM-Data
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7.7. Transferring and displaying datasets

In order to load the recorded measurement data from the Fieldmeter FM10L/LS to the PC, you
connect the FM10L/LS with the bundled USB-cable with one of the PC’s USB-slots.
Turn on the FM10L/LS and switch to the USB-mode by pressing the Filter/USB button for two
seconds; on the display appears the message: “USB-mode: waiting for PC”.
Choose Device/Load Dataset in the menu-bar or click on the icon Load   .  .

Now, the dataset window shows the datasets stored on the FM10L/LS.

The name of the dataset, start and end time of the record and the filter function are to see. The
name of the dataset is composed of ″DM″ for Continuous measurement, ″EP″ for Single-spot and
″9P″ for Nine-point measurement followed by the number of the dataset.
Double-click the dataset with the mouse pointer to mark it and using the button Load transfers the
dataset from the FM10L/LS to the PC.
The datasets remain stored in the FM10L/LS after the transfer. If all datasets should be deleted,
this can be achieve this by Delete data or the icon Delete      . Alternatively, the datasets stored on
the FM10L/LS can be deleted with the menu function  Data logger→Data storage→Delete.  While
deleting the data storage, all stored datasets are deleted.
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7.8. Graph and report

After loading the dataset of a continious measurement the graphic window related to the dataset
opens. 

 
On the right side in the top grey field, the most important information like the name of the dataset,
starting and ending time of the record, the measurement interval, the filter functions and the used
probe are shown. In addition, the maximum and minimum value are determined.
On the top left side, the text window serves to enter an own comment on the measurement like the
customer’s name, place of the measurement, special conditions etc.
The content of the comment field can be printed using the function File/Print Report.
Now take the mouse pointer to the graphics area, a vertical bar follows the mouse pointer, under
the diagram the corresponding measurement time points and the respective measured values can
be read. The colours of the individual measurement channels are visible in the legends below to
the left.

The display of Y-axes and units is done automatically, appropriate to the probe. If datasets are
imported by a Fieldmeter FM10L/LS with Firmware 1.20 or older, the appropriate probe type must
be selected with the menu function Edit/Set Probe manually.
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On the left side of the diagram, four icons are located:

 Hide and/or unhide the comment window.

 Reset of the window’s zoom function.

 For each measurement value, a point on the diagram curves is placed.

 For the diagram’s curves, four different line widths are selectable.

To have a closer look at a moment in time in the diagram, perform a zoom. Move the mouse
pointer to the preferred starting timestamp, press the left shift-key and keep it pressed and move
the mouse pointer over the desired time to mark the zoom area.
Now release the left mouse button and the marked area is now zoomed to fit the whole window
width.  If  the  Strg-key is  pressed instead of  the  shift-key the area of  thee Y-axis  can also  be
zoomed.
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For recording with the interval setting dual-band, the frequency ranges of the bandpasses 16 Hz
and the high pass 50 Hz are recorded in parallel. In the diagram the measurement channels of the
magnetic  flux  density  B16  and  B50  as  well  as  the  electric  field  strength  E16  and  E50  are
displayed.

If the dataset of a single point measurement is opened, the measured values appear like a bar
diagram. By double clicking with the left mouse button a comment window opens for writing indivi-
dual measurement points. The other functions of the graphics window are the same as in case of
continuous measurement.
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7.9. Display of measurement channels

In the menu item Extras/Options the measurement channels can be selected that are visible in the
diagram. In the lower area of the window the company name and the address of the person taking
the measurement can be added in two lines. This appears as a footnote when the log is printed.

7.10. Cutting down datasets

Using the Edit/Crop function a time frame of a data set can be cut and saved.
To do this, the time frame to be cut is marked by keeping the left mouse button pressed, the start
and end time of the marked frame is displayed using the diagram in red bordered window.
Subsequently,  cut  the  time frame using  the  Edit/Crop function  and save the dataset  under  a
changed name.
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7.11. Representation nine-point measurement

In the graphic representation of a nine-point measurement the measurement points are numbered
P1 to P9. The respective measured value is under it. The measurement channel to be displayed
must be selected in the display window. 
The graphic can be printed out using File/Print Graphic function or it can be included in a log using
File/Copy To Clipboard (Crtl-C).

7.12. Print and export

The graph and the information about the dataset can be printed with comments in order to gene-
rate a measurement protocol.
The printing of a measurement diagram is achieved using the menu point File/Print Graphic or with
a click on the icon     . Here, it is recommended to zoom the graphic window to its maximum size
and choose the printer setting lateral before printing. 
If the records are very large, some printer drivers may yield incomplete printouts. The graph is
printed as  screenshot  via  the File/Print  Bitmap menu option  or  via the icon       .  This  always
creates a correct printout, though the quality depends on the screen resolution.
If  the lines in the diagram are very thin on the printed paper,  you can vary the line width the
icon      .
A protocol showing the most important information about the dataset and the text of the comment
are printed using the menu point File/Print Protocol or clicking on the icon     .

If you want to edit the measured values with another program, they can be exported with the func-
tion File/Export Text File.
The measurement diagram can be displayed as a BMP image file using the function File/Export
Bitmap. Alternatively, it can be copied to the clipboard with the File/Copy To Clipboard function.
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7.13. Modifying of the instrument settings of the FM10L/LS

The logger settings and the basic settings of the Fieldmeter FM10L/LS can be regarded in the
menu mode of the Fieldmeter FM10L/LS and with the software FM-Data.
To view and to edit the settings with FM-Data, the FM10L/LS is connected to the PC, and it is swit-
ched to the USB-mode by pressing the Filter/USB button for two seconds.
Using the menu bar Device/FM10 Settings or with the icon setup      the device settings are loaded
and shown in the settings window.
Settings like time, logger mode etc. can be made now. With the button System Time the clock of
FM10 adopts the current time of the PC.
In Settings the buttons for activating the selectable measuring probes on FM10 are available.
The button Vector&Peak is for (de)activating the display of Bx, By, Bz and Peak values. Using the
Statistics button, the display of statistics values, minimum, maximum and average values can be
activated when the recording is ended. 

For selecting standard settings of FM10L/LS press the Default button.
Using the Button Program the settings are transferred to FM10L/LS and accepted.

7.14. Help function

This handbook is available as PDF-file using the F1-key or the menu point Help. 
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8. Reduction and limit values of electrosmog

After having investigated the contamination due to electrosomg, it is about time to reduce the field
contamination as far as possible. For that reason, different measures are offered:

8.1. Reduction of alternating electric fields

- Unplugging of unused extension cords, multiple power outlets and consumers.
- Installation of  a demand switch,  which automatically separates the power lines of  an electric
  circuit of a loft from the mains supply at the fuse box as soon as the last consumer is turned
  off. In advance, permanent consumers like refrigerators must be connected at a separate line.
- Laying of shielded cables in new buildings and modifications.
- Shielding of walls where especially conductible plaster and colours. It must be pointed out that
  the shielding materials have to be correctly grounded.
- Professional grounding of ungrounded, metal electronic devices like for example desk lights. 

8.2. Reduction of alternating magnetic fields

- Unplugging of unused devices
- Keeping  distance  to  the  consumer.  As  a  rule  of  thumb:  if  the  distance  is  doubled  the
  contamination is just a fourth.
- Laying of twisted cables in new buildings and modifications.
- Replacing of mains supplied devices with batteries/accumulators, for instance clock radios by
  battery-operated clocks.

8.3. Building Biology recommendations

In  accordance with the  Standard of  Building Biology testing  methods SBM-2015 the following
values are recommendated:

Anomaly   

 Field none weak  strong  extreme

 Electric ground ref.           V/m <1 1 - 5 5 - 50 >50

 Electric potential-free       V/m <0,3 0,3 - 1,5 1,5 - 10 >10

 alternating magnetic fields nT  <20  20 - 100  100 - 500  >500

 Elektrostatics                        V <100 100 – 500 500 – 2000 > 2000

 Magnetostatics                    µT <1 1 – 5 5 – 20 > 20

Table 3: Recommendation according to the standard of Building Biology testing methods

Standard  

 Field  BImSchG  IRPA  MPR  TCO

 elektric in V/m 5000 5000 25 10

 magnetic in nT 100000 100000 200 200

Table 4: Limit values according to different standards

Explanations:
BImSchG: Bundes-Immissionsschutzgesetz (50 Hz)- german federal law regulating emissions
IRPA: limit value of the international radiation protection agency
MPR: standard for monitors
TCO: standard for working places with monitor (see www.tco.se)
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9. Appendix

9.1. Power supply

The Fieldmeter FM10 is provided with two batteries of type Mignon AA with voltage. The battery
compartment is located at the bottom side of FM10.
Batteries of type NiMH are recommended for frequent use of Fieldmeter FM10. In accordance with
Art.-No. 510, a battery pack with two battery sets and charger is available.
For the measurement operation, the maximum operating time is of approximately 20 hours; in the
data logger mode for an interval of one minute, it is approximately seven days.
If the end of battery life is reached or the batteries are almost completely discharged, the battery
symbol  in  the  display  indicates  that  the  batteries  must  be  exchanged.  If  the  supply  voltage
necessary for the operation falls short, then the FM10 automatically turns off, wherein a regular
data recording independently ends at this point of time, if  required. The FM10 gives a warning
through a periodic beep shortly before turning off.
The power  supply  of  FM10 can be established via  USB-connector  with  USB-power  supply in
accordance with Art. No. 520. When powered by power supply the batteries may remain in the
device without being charged.
Since the USB-power supply emits electromagnetic fields, the maximum possible distance from
the measuring probe of the Fieldmeter FM10 is to be adhered to during operation. During the
measurement  of  the  electric  fields,  it  is  to  be necessarily  noted that  the  Fieldmeter  FM10 is
grounded with the grounding cable.
If the Auto-power-off function is active, then FM10 turns off in case no button is pressed for more
than five minutes.

9.2. Maintenance

The sensors must be protected against contaminants of all types.
The device and sensors must be checked and re-adjusted by the manufacturer in case of greater
pollution and every two years.
Remove the batteries for five minutes in case of an operation error. Switch on the FM10 again.
When you keep the Record button pressed when switching on, all the settings of FM10 are reset.
If the problem still persists, contact Fauser Elektrotechnik.

9.3. Firmware

The firmware of the Fieldmeter FM10 is continuously being updated. Information regarding the
current firmware version is available under  www.fauser.biz.
Send FM10 to Fauser Elektrotechnik for updating the firmware.
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9.4. Technical information

Frequency range 10 Hz...400 kHz

Frequency filter
Band pass 16 Hz 16,7 Hz
High pass 50 Hz 50 Hz...400 kHz
High pass 2 kHz 2 kHz...400 kHz

Measurement ranges
Alternating magnetic field 20000 nT
Alternating electric field 2000,0 V/m
Magnetostatics ± 99,99 µT
Electrostatics ± 9999 V/ ±499,9 kV/m
Body voltage 20,000 V
DC ± 999,9 mV

Resolution
Alternating magnetic field 1 nT
Alternating electric field 0,1 V/m
Magnetostatics 0,01 µT
Electrostatics 1 V/ 0,1 kV/m
Body voltage 1 mV
DC 0,1 mV

Display illuminated double-spaced LCD
Display functions X-,Y-, Z-component, Peak-Hold, Magnetostatics, Elektro-

statics, Body voltage, DC, analog bar
Interface (FM10L/LS) USB 2.0 
Voltage output (FM10L/LS) quadruple 0...2000 mVac (E, Bx, By, Bz)
Power supply 2 x Mignon AA
Dimensions 120x79x28 mm
Ambient temperature 0...+40 °C

Multi-purpose probe FM10
Frequency range 10 Hz...400 kHz 
Measurement accuracy <5% [50Hz] magnetic

<10% [50Hz] electric

Subject to technical alterations.
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9.5. Description of the pin assignment of the output voltage Fieldmeter FM10L/LS

Type of connector: Binder Serie 719, Art.-No. 09-9789-71-05

➊ alternating electric field E

➋ alternating magnetic field Bx

➌ ground of device

➍ alternating magnetic field Bz

➎ alternating magnetic field By

Figure 3: Pin assignment Fieldmeter FM10L/LS

9.6. Scope of delivery

Scope of delivery Fieldmeter FM10  Art.-No. 200
Fieldmeter FM 10, multi-purpose probe, grounding cable, manual, 2 batteries, transport case

Scope of delivery Fieldmeter FM10L Art.-No. 201
Fieldmeter FM 10L with data logger (1GByte storage), multi-purpose probe, grounding 
cable, USB-cable, software-CD FM-Data, manual, 2 batteries, transport case

Scope of delivery Fieldmeter FM10LS Art.-No. 202
Fieldmeter FM 10LS with quadruple alternating voltage output, data logger 
(1GByte storage), multi-purpose probe, grounding cable, USB-cable, software-CD 
FM-Data, manual, 2 batteries, transport case

9.7. Accessory

Voltage measurement cable for FM10 Art.-No. 111
Power adapter DVA Art.-No. 115
Grounding cable (10 m) Art.-No. 120
Extension cable  (2 m) Art.-No. 125
Connecting cable for AC-output FM10LS to 4xBNC (2m) Art.-No. 136
Multi-purpose probe FMS3D10 Art.-No. 151
Magnetic field probe MFS100 with 100 cm² coil surface Art.-No. 155
Isotropic probe for constant magnetic fields BS13 Art.-No. 161
Probe for electrostatic fields ES10 Art.-No. 165
TCO-Electric field probe EFS6 Art.-No. 170
TCO-Electric field probe EFS3 Art.-No. 177
potential-free electric field probe EPL Art.-No. 180
Isotropic, potentialfree electric field probe EPL3 Art.-No. 183
Big transport case with raster foam  Art.-No. 191
Set with four rechargeable batteries and loading device Art.-No. 510
USB power supply for LM10/FM10 Art.-No. 520
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9.8. Disposal

This product bears the recycling symbol according to EU Directive 2002/96/EC. This means that
the device has to be returned to the manufacturer in order for recycling. A disposal with the resi-
dual waste is not allowed.

The disposal of old batteries in household waste is explicitly prohibited according to Battery Direc-
tive. You can submit the old batteries at local collection points or in local stores free of charge. You
can return the batteries received from us after use at the address mentioned below free of charge.

Disposal adress: Fauser Elektrotechnik
Ambacher Straße 4
D-81476  München
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